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Honest Consulting. Reimagined

About Us
We reimagine business strategy with
our management consulting expertise
and dedicated advisory services. We
partner with you to unlock your
business potential,
Mirroring the global nature of the
business ecosystem today, we are
based in New Delhi, Dubai, London and
Bogota, as well as across diverse
industries,
sectors
and
business
functions. Our consultants are industry
veterans from across the globe and
along with our analysts, strategists,
associates and every stakeholder along
our value proposition, make up our
biggest asset: The team.

Why trust us?
Our commitment is to be available to
carry
through
the
changes
in
subsequent phases of the project. By
implementing such strategies from the
ground up, helping you take the next
step forward into new areas, newer
markets and formulating your next
business plan, we charter the course to
exponential growth, together with you.
We understand that for any business,
operating costs could take precedence
over other matters and thus, pride
ourselves in providing you expertise
and management consulting services
that are cost-effective, practical and
pragmatic.

Our Clients Say

For our organization, the key obstacle was entry of our product into
an unexplored terrain and mapping the viability of our model therein.
We attained access to several of the firm's in-house models, which,
along with TSB's breadth of on-ground knowledge culminated into
quantifiable results for us; we established a firm spot in the new
market. But the story doesn't end there. With continued support and
a continuum of constantly-evolving insights and their execution, TSB
has become our lifelong partner in our road to success.

A leading global FMCG company

HONEST CONSULTING
Reimagined

Our Clients Say

They have been working with our company for the past 6 years as
our business consultants and indeed provide outstanding services. In
my opinion, it has been the extensive expertise and knowledge that
the team members bear that has resulted in impressive outcomes of
the numerous projects we have worked on together. We have fully
trusted their advice as our business consultants which has helped our
organization improve our operations in key areas. We enjoy a long
term relationship with the team and look forward to working
together for many years to come.
GM, Dubai-based Building Materials & Equipment LLC

HONEST CONSULTING
Reimagined

EXPERTS
WITH
IMPACT
Our pedagogy is to leverage our expertise,
experience, network and diversity to bring
simple but scalable solutions to businesses, on
various issues, ranging from market entry and
strategy to financial modelling and investment
fundraising.
Continuously adapting our approach and
developing new capabilities to cater to
different geographies has enabled us to forge
long term relationships with our clients.

100+
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projects
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countries
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READ MORE

FMCG
Fashion & Textile
Food & Beverage
Pharma & Healthcare
Fitness and Wellness
Real Estate

Industry
Experience

Public Sector
Automobile
International Trade

Financial Institutions
Technology
Sports

Domain Expertise
Feasibility Studies

Strategy & Business Planning

Market Research & Consumer Behavior

Ascertaining Market Size
Industry Profiles
Feasibility Analysis
Company & Product profiles
Designing Research Instruments
Findings and recommendations

Market entry strategies
Market Segments Analysis
Competitive Analysis
Data Collection and Analysis
Report Preparation

Competitive Analysis
Industry Overview
Business Model
Marketing and sales strategy

Investments & Fundraising

Exit Strategy

Bespoke Business Solutions

Portfolio Management
Investment market analysis
Capital market analysis
Risk Identification & Analysis
Risk Control

Exit feasibility
Exit evaluation
Mergers & Acquisitions Analysis
Market exit strategic planning

Your distinct problem, our
tailored approach and unique
solution

Feasibilty Studies
Typical Business Challenges

How can we help?

Is there a way to ascertain whether there
is a market for your offering, and if so,
could you start operations, break even
and generate profit? Will problems arise
later on? Assessing the viability of a
venture from all standpoints- financial,
legal, economic, political and others- is
crucial before you set foot in the market
or into novel geographies.

Our firm uses a variety of in-house
models, frameworks and tools
constructed and customised to carry out
research exclusively for your business.
Our toolkit to check the feasibility of your
business includes market assessment and
expansion matrices, our distinct take on
PESTLE, SWOT analysis, industry maturity
mapping, and product-market fit
assessment, among others.

Benefits of Engaging With Us
Increase chances of successful entry up to 50%
Cost savings of approximately 40%
Avoid common pitfalls that could derail your
venture

Whether you want to set foot into a global
market or expand your local footprint or
stop operations in an area, our reach and
knowledge pool would help you execute
this call in the most efficient and
pragmatic manner..

Select List of Our Experiences
Situation

Value Delivered

Setting up Dialysis Centers Around the World

TSB developed an end to end feasibility and market study,
including primary and secondary research, and a clearly defined
comprehensive financial model with all cost and profit centers for
the next steps. We partnered with on-ground players,
construction units, internal & external stakeholders to see the
plan come to life.

Dialysis centers needed to be set up from scratch in Nepal
and Tanzania.

66%: Patient acquisition growth

Feasibility to introduce ready to go reagents for
a Major Healthcare Firm across global markets
A major healthcare firm was considering making some
sizeable investments in launching ready to go reagents to
transform the process of blood sample collection and
analyses.

Our experts provided a Go-to Market Strategy to ensure a
staggered product roll-out, covering the most pressing and
profitable end use scenarios, followed by those to withstand strong
incumbents. Our competitor analysis ensured adequate product
differentiation and perceived benefits of our client's products.

>150%: 5-year growth rate, 1.5 Bn Euro: Investment

Strategy & Business Planning
Typical Business Challenges
Does your strategy take in to account
changing global dynamics? Is it
sustainable and future-proof? Do you
understand new innovations disrupting
your domain, and are you aware of what
your competition is up to? Do you have a
business plan to factor in all these
variables into your growth aspirations?

Benefits of Engaging With Us
Identification of potential risks
Robust business plan based on measurable and
tangible variables, both extrinsic and intrinsic
Milestones to ensure adherance to said strategies

How can we help?
By using one or usually a combination of
our in-house models: Strategy Sketch
Canvas, Value Proposition Canvas, Value
Chain Modelling, Marketing mix model,
Pricing models, among others, we lay the
groundwork for your business strategy
and proposition.
End-to-end, bespoke and more
importantly cost-effective business
advisory services are elements that
differentiate our services. Our analysts,
strategists and advisors who are domain
and industry experts provide you with
solutions on key business areas including
but not limited to the above. Actionable
and scalable, our solutions would help
you identify opportunities early on.

Select List of Our Experiences
Situation

Value Delivered

Business Planning for a Home-grown Fashion
Label

Our firm followed a multi-phased approach from development of
a market entry plan to implementation of growth strategies. We
developed a targeted approach for a robust manufacturing
ecosystem and aspects related to the clothing sector- selecting
value proposition, pricing considerations, communication and
marketing, product creation calendars & more.

An upcoming contemporary wear fashion label based out of
India required brand consultants for market entry and brand
building.

300%: Revenue Growth, 150%: Customer acquisition growth

Entering the Electric Vehicle Market
A leading automotive player sought consultancy for
entering the electric vehicle market.

TSB consultants conducted robust primary and secondary
market research- industry overview, competitor mapping and
business & operational modelling. Feasibility and entry barriers in
the market were studied to determine pricing and marketing
strategies for the entrant along with sizing the market. Customer
acquisition strategy for the various segments, including B2B
players like ecommerce firms, was devised. We also delivered a
detailed costing breakdown to identify the viable selling price.

Market Research &
Consumer Behaviour
Typical Business Challenges
Who is your target audience, and What is
the size of the total addressable market?
What is the typical consumer behavior
and who is the key decision maker? What
factors are considered by consumers
before making a buying decision?

Benefits of Engaging With Us
Comprehensive market landscaping
Customer segmentation and profiling
True market size to help devise appropriate strategies for doing
business
On ground support to esnure adherance to devised strategies,
and real time monitoring of any consumer behaviour changes

How can we help?
We deploy various tools and techniques
under our ambit of research methodology,
conducting primary, secondary,
quantitative and qualitative research. Such
extensive analysis is then subjected to our
host of internal models and frameworks,
that equips us to test your targeted
market. These structures include but are
not limited to: Industry competitive
analysis, Segmentation, targeting and
positioning model, Loyalty Matrix, Persona
Mapping, User Journey Mapping,
Customer Lifetime Value Model etc.
These market landscaping mechanisms
are made whole with quantifiable results
and tangible recommendations which we
then facilitate implementation for.

Select List of Our Experiences
Situation

Market Growth Strategy for Energy Drinks
A leading European FMCG brand wished to explore the
market prospects for energy drinks in the UK, Scotland and
Ireland.

Expansion & Brand Restructuring for a
Cosmetics Brand
An Ayurvedic cosmetics brand based out of India needed to
implement a restructuring and expansionary strategy to
accelerate growth and enhance global presence.

Value Delivered
TSB was onboarded to assess the market size of energy drinks,
understand preferences of the target audience and develop the
4P strategy for entering the market. The comprehensive
opportunity assessment was followed by analysis of the supply
and distribution channels along with detailed business planning
for the same. TSB's local associates performed analysis of the
consumer preferences and gathered relevant industry insights.

The brand possessed immense potential for becoming a market
leader and expanding into new spheres. Our firm helped realize
this potential by providing a three-fold solution:
Operations restructuring for brand to reach a wider audience
Primary & secondary analysis for strategy development for
weak sales and executive turnover
Implementation with supply chain development

200%: Revenue growth

Investments & Fundraising

Benefits of Engaging With Us
Identification of potential risks
Financials and capital needed
Market & competition analysis

Typical Business Challenges

How can we help?

Is there a way to ascertain whether you
could start operations, break even and
generate profit? Will problems arise later
on? Assessing the viability of a venture
from all standpoints- financial, legal,
economic, political and others- is crucial
before you set foot in the market or into
novel geographies.

Leveraging our intensive knowledge in
the finance function and extensive
experience across sub-sectors of the
industry, we help maximise value
creation. Whether you are looking to
raise capital via debt, equity or a
combination of both, we serve to
facilitate and smoothen the process for
you.
We also help develop changes in plans
and undertake organisational
development analysis to achieve
required business objectives. Our
strength lies in realigning management
performance with organisational goals by
outlining roadmaps for success.

Select List of Our Experiences
Situation

Concept Store in Dubai
Opening a Concept Store for an Indian fashion retailer,
focussed on promoting Indian Handlooms in Dubai

Value Delivered
TSB consultants, together with our Dubai arm- Emerald Group,
curated a detailed business plan wherein a major part caters to
identifying and connecting the client to a network of weavers,
artisans, and concerned associated government organisations.
We built a comprehensive framework for implementation of the
project with stakeholder identification to partner with relevant
organisations/brand ambassadors from India.

50: Partners identified

Healthcare Incubation in Africa
Reduce the contextual risk of investment for healthcare
projects and businesses which have a potentially viable
business model, but have not been able to make the
investment grade due to a myriad of factors

Based on our large healthcare portfolio, featuring facilitation of
bespoke financing, investment and business development
solutions tailored specifically to potentially mid-market profitable
start-ups, businesses and projects in Africa, we developed
Africa’s first healthcare specific incubator with a four-pronged
model: Facilitating market entry, supporting small enterprise
development, the AFIF healthcare conference and the nation's
first dedicated incubator investment fund= the Afya Fund.

USD 55 million: Overall value generated across projects

Exit Strategy
Typical Business Challenges

How can we help?

Are you looking to exit a market, for
reasons ranging from insufficient demand
to setting up base in another geography?
Is this a complete exit or simply servicing
the market from another region? Are you
preparing for a merger or takeover?

We give just as much important to getting in
place an exit strategy as we do to help you
enter a market, with the right research,
analysis and evaluation. Our experience from
serving across functions and firms of distinct
scales equips us with the tools and expertise
to help you navigate such eventualities in an
optimal and directed manner.

Benefits of Engaging With Us
Help provide a seamless exit for all
stakeholders
An assisted exit reduces costs by almost 80%
vis-a-vis an abrupt exit
Provide liaisoning and facilitation services in the
interim

Whether your entity is being acquired or
merged or you are participating in a buyout,
financial impact, evaluation and feasibility
need to be measured from each party’s
standpoint. Our end-to-end strategic
guidance and execution will help you
navigate this transition in a seamless manner,
with a focus on new & emerging
opportunities for you.

Select List of Our Experiences
Situation

Value Delivered

Strategic exit of a loss-making Indian firm
operating in Nigeria

At the time of their exit, the firm had been operating in Nigeria for
about 5 years, with mixed results. For various reasons, the
anticipated growth never materialised, largely owing to the high
level of competition in the market, and the extremely high cost of
doing business in a country like Nigeria.

TSB advised a healthcare operator based out of India to
completely exit their operations in Nigeria, after 3 years of
consecutive losses.

The management believed that those resources could be better
expended in another market, that offered greater latent demand
and growth prospects for their line of products. The exit involved
a strategic divestment of their key IP pertaining to Nigeria to a
strategic investment partner on a royalty model, to ensure all the
investment in the country would not be wasted post the exit. The
firm continues to be proactive and successful in other markets in
the region, while ensuring a constant revenue stream from
Nigeria without being actively present there. Our planning also
helped keep job losses and sunk costs to a minimum.

Bespoke Business Solutions
How can we help?
At TSB (Emerald Group), we believe in and acknowledge how uniquely positioned
every enterprise is and avoid a cookie-cutter approach. In addition to our primary
and often sought management consulting services, we work with several clients on
a case-by-case basis, understanding their distinct pain points and tackling them with
bespoke solutions. Our experts possess deep industry and domain acumen which
helps us give you tailored, exclusive and personalized expertise to your most
pressing business concerns.

Not every business is the same, so naturally, not every business will be plagued
by akin problems and be in need of identical solutions. In this landscape, a onesize-fits-all concept becomes null. Subjectivity to few or more economic forces
at work, distinguished target markets & audiences, industry-wide trends etc.
make every business problem niche and the answer lies in customisation.

Select List of Our Experiences
Situation

Exploring Opportunities for a Luxury Concierge
Company
A European luxury concierge company oboarded TSB to
grow its userbase, mainly high net-worth individuals, and
expand to neighbouring countries.

Trading European Commodities Across Asia
Opening-up food and animal feed supply chains across
Greece, Eastern Europe and Asia.

Value Delivered
Our approach involved understanding the range of services and
target market to conduct surveys and formulate a strategy to
expand their userbase. We used the RFM Model to arrive at an
extensive sales strategy. Changes were recommended to their
website, operations and luxury plans, to suit HNIs. To achieve the
stated objectives, TSB prepared a costing simulation to assess
the overall profit of expanding to neighbouring countries.

Another long term client is a Greek trading firm, involved in
trading a multitude of food and non-food products between
Eastern Europe and Asia. We helped source and secure reliable
supply chains for most of their product portfolio in these markets.
Our sourcing experts stand by the quality of the said products
and are responsible for all documentation, third party testing and
ensure timely supply to Europe.

USD 100 Million: Total value of trade, 15: Commodities traded

Governments across the world
trust us too...
We offer our expertise to several governments around the world in
projects that have wide-reaching impact. With capabilities to assess and
provide strategic solutions to the problems, develop feasibility studies
and undertake project management we prefer to be partners that bring
about transformational change. TSB has been involved in post-Ebola
reconstruction consultancy in Sierra Leone and Liberia. We have also
worked with the World Bank in Lesotho, and the Clinton Foundation in
Haiti in this sector.
Here's a snapshot of services offered by us to Governments and the
Public Sector:
Economic and Social Planning
Trade Strategy and facilitation
Government Efficiency and fiscal reform
Public Sector ICT and e-government

Global Footprint

Continuously adapting our approach
and developing new capabilities to
cater to different geographies has
enabled us to forge long term
relationships with our clients.

E-mail: consult@thestrategyboutique.com
India
DPT 004 Plot no. 79 & 80, Pocket F,
Okhla Phase 1, Okhla Industrial Area, New Delhi – 110020 India
+91 981 000 8760

UAE
08-129 WeWork, 8th floor,The Offices 4
One Central Dubai World Trade Center, Dubai, UAE
+971 58 628 9889

UK
BlueCloud Healthcare Craneshaw House, 8 Douglas
Rd, London TW3 1DA, United Kingdom London+44 7787 571382

